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FROM YOUR EDITOR
Welcome to new members Sarah
Forbes, Mark Wynn and Brian
Hunter. Mark and Brian joined at
Thirlestane. Thanks to Fiona for her
May Lunch report and Thirlestane
write-up and to Mike Webber for
his Silverstone experience. Helen

THE NORTHERN GAMBOL

Paul ‘Grizzly Bear’ Bonsall was
brave enough to organise another
fund-raising weekend at the Fat
Lamb. 21 cars had signed up and
arrived on the Friday raring to go,
but happy to be distracted by a
delicious buffet.
Saturday dawned a bit wet and we
were flagged off in what were
pretty miserable conditions, but
very soon the sun came out and we
were treated to beautiful views as
we made our way east towards
Locomotion at Shilden. A welcome
coffee stop was had at the Lord
Crewe Arms - newly opened and
very impressive.
Once at Locomotion (a branch of
the National Railway Museum) we

got a look round the locos and had
a buffet lunch. Some did the scenic
run back with a tea and cake stop
at Cross Lanes Organic Farm shop,
but others did a straight run along
‘route 66’ for a snooze before
dinner.
The Saturday evening dress code
was ‘30s prohibition and there were
some fairly convincing gangsters.
Others, who had forgotten, had to
stop off for some charity shop ‘togs’
in order to look the part! After
another delicious dinner, it was
onto the fund raising entertainment
- the casino night.
There were various gambling
games set up - Roulette, Blackjack,
Texas Hold ‘Em and Chinese Fan
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Tan. You bought your chips (your
donation) and played the tables - if
you lost, well you’d donated - and if
you won, you got a chance to
collect some the donated ‘auction
items’. Again, Paul had done
wonders and had quite a collection
of seriously nice ‘goodies’! The
biggest winner got first dibs and so
on down the line.
Brian and myself tried Roulette (too
much depended on chance) and
Blackjack (where there was some
skill involved) and we managed to
treble our original stake. Everyone
had made some money (quite a
serious amount in some cases) and
all collected some of the ‘goodies’
to take home. A fun night all round
and the weekend raised over
£2,300 for the Eden Valley
Children’s Hospice and Jigsaw!
Sunday was again a bit showery,
but we all set off to Barton Grange
Garden Centre and a run on the
canal boat ‘Kingfisher’. A lovely run
up the Lancaster Canal to Garstang,
with lots of wildlife to see and lunch
on the boat. Then Cumbria Classic
Coaches ran us back to Barton
Grange and people either set off for
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The driver's 30 minute classroom
briefing with seven other novices
helped calm nerves with a clear
message - safety first and
enjoyment second. The instructor
gave a clear picture of what to
expect, what cornering lines to
take, how to overtake, what the
various flags meant and above all
how to stay safe. He screened an
excellent instructional video and
animated diagrams showing the
home or did a scenic run back to
racing lines.
the Fat Lamb.
Leaving the classroom, we walked
On the way back to the Fat Lamb,
over to the pits and yes, it was still
Tony and Iris’s GT developed brake
raining. Time to get togged up.
problems, but they resolved
Some drivers brought their own
themselves and we all arrived
waterproofs but others were issued
safely. About 15 people had opted
with Silverstone 'wet suits' on a
to stay for the third night and we all
one-size-fits-all basis, which they
enjoyed a convivial bar supper. A
did, even a cheery, large
great weekend and many thanks to
gentleman by the name of Jesus
‘Grizzly Bear’ for organising it.
de Celis. Everyone received a fresh
Helen Kirkness
microfibre balaclava and a notquite-so-fresh helmet. Then it was
outside to be matched with our
steed for the day, lining up tallest
to smallest to be allocated a car
with the seat already in the right
position - altering the seats would
take too long. Jesus being tallest
he was given car No. 1 and so on
until all eight drivers had a car.
The Formula Silverstone cars are
THE BEST XMAS PRESENT purpose-built spaceframe cars with
generous cockpit space, powered
EVER?
by Ford 1600 cc engines giving
On the 25th of December, Santa
about 150bhp. That does not
delivered a voucher for a Siiverstone
sound like a lot but in a machine
driving experience, to be taken
weighing less than 500kg it means
before 1st June. Leaving it as late
as possible in the hope of better
weather, I booked for 27th. May.
Needless to say this was pointless
as monsoon conditions prevailed on
arrival at the circuit. Surely the track
would be flooded and the session
cancelled? No, smiled the
receptionist brightly, it's all going
ahead; please sign this indemnity
form and would you like the excess
damage waiver at £20? Yes I would.
With time to spare before the
driver's briefing I wandered over to
the circuit to watch the previous
session in progress, to be rewarded
with the sight of a single seater
spinning gracefully on the standing
water - more food for thought ...
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exciting acceleration - 0-60 in 4
seconds. The gearbox is a racing 4speed Hewland with no
syncromesh. The pedal layout is
conventional and there is a 4-point
harness.
Once strapped in it was time to fire
up and leave the pits. The
instructor had already warned that
it was very easy to stall these cars
as the clutch was either in or out
and sure enough the car in front of
me jerked forward and stopped
abruptly. Not enough revs. He got
away second time and then it was
my turn - hold the revs at 4000
and ease the clutch - bang, my
head jerks back and the car shoots
forward but keeps going, we've
made it! All eight cars eventually
exit the pits and for the first 20
minutes we lapped behind a
Renault Sport Clio driven by a
professional driver, who
demonstrated the racing lines and
gradually upped his pace - but his
best speed was only about half of
what we would be doing when 'free
lapping' in the second session.
After a brief check we all went out
again for 20 minutes free lapping.
The instructions were to go as hard
as you like, but do not spin or
crash and obey the marshals'
signals. Reckless or incompetent
driving would see you black
flagged. All this time the rain
continued. Visibility was a problem.
On the straights a misting visor,
spray and rain made judging
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distances hard and overtaking
difficult. Within a lap I had to open
the visor until I could see where
the braking points were, as far as
the driving rain and the spray
would allow. There was no problem
in the relatively slow speed corners,
where the wet track meant fun with
under- or oversteer 'twitches'
available on demand.
We were not racing each other but
overtaking was permitted and the
laps were timed. How did I do?
Beaten only by a youth whose
sense of self preservation had
clearly deserted him, I was second
out of eight and faster than Jesus
who was third. The liveliness,
agility and responsiveness of the
single seater were astonishing. The
braking, turn-in and grip were in a
different league to a road car as
were the sensations of speed and
acceleration. Tearing down the
straight at full blast was a rush not
easily forgotten. A truly great
experience; start your Christmas
wish list now, if you can wait that
long …
Mike Webber
THIRLESTANE DREAM RIDES

last year of the large gazebo which
BVAC had kindly provided for 8
years we had decided to raise
funds to buy our own one,
complete with logo on the canopy
and the club name on the valences.
With donations ranging from £20£200 I must acknowledge the
generosity of the following Polars
who made it possible: Andrew
Carrie, Kate Cherrie, Hamish and
Ann Cubitt, Robert Daniel, Mike and
Fiona Davies, Ron Dyer, Phil and
Kendal Ellis, Julian Foster, Brian
and Helen Kirkness, James
McChlery, Keith and Juliet
Middleton, Dick and Pat Nortcliffe,
Bob and Ann Selby, Mike and Helen
Webber, Tony and Iris Woods. The
ease with which it was erected was
The first of June should officially
most impressive and the whole
herald the start of summer so
stand and garage were completed
hopes were high that we would
in record time. Unlike previous
enjoy another warm weekend just
years there were no call-off so
like last year. Would it be too
Andrew did well to measure out
much to expect we could have
sufficient space for each of the 24
sunshine on 2 of our 9 appearances cars based on Mike Webber's
at the Borders Vintage Automobile
garage plan.
Club's Motoring Extravaganza? To
Sunday's fine weather brought out
our amazement and delight, it was the crowds as well as our drivers.
a great weekend weatherwise.
Long distanced prize goes once
Thanks go to Kate for once again
again to Keith and Ann Borkett who
ably organising in advance a quick
had managed to fit in the Cup Final
spot of lunch at The Lauderdale on at Twickenham on the Saturday
the Saturday. The 14 volunteers
afternoon before heading north!
then headed up the drive to
The newly restored Heinkel of John
Thirlestane Castle to set up our
Ducker had developed problems
gazebos and lay out the garage
whilst out on the Saturday run and
area. After the terminal collapse
most unfortunately he was unable
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to get it going again on the
Sunday, much to his and our
disappointment. Next year, John.
First-time cars in the garage were
Tony Beverley's beautifully restored
Frogeye Sprite which attracted a lot
of attention, Chris Pollen's newly
acquired Honda S2000 substituted
for the Westie which was still being
worked on, Mike Webber's Maserati
Spyder and Jonathan Barton's
Dodge Viper with a V10 under the
bonnet. BVAC had a specially
themed "Live the American Dream"
section this year so having 2 Vipers
and the AK Cobra rep in the line up
was a bonus. The Cheer Leaders
enjoyed looking round the garage
and posing for photos. Somehow
James managed not to appear in
the frame when they were in front
of his Countach!

To get proceedings off to a brisker
start we tried out Graham's
suggestion of a £10 lucky dip
between 11 am and 12.30 pm.
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There were a number of takers
including a young lad who won the
Honda. Chris reports that he was
the most well-mannered boy he
had ever met. When asked if he
liked the car, he responded "this is
like one of those cars that the
paparazzi gather round" Egg the
Honda was flattered. With a bit
more publicity in place we'll
certainly try it again next year as it
gave people the opportunity to go
out in a car which they might not
otherwise have been able to
experience. Graham generously
provided Dream Ride decals which
several drivers attached to various
parts of their car's bodywork and
helped easily identify our cars and
further promote the Rides. The
delayed start to Dream Rides led to
us bringing forward our main ring
appearance. Five cars paraded in
front of the public whilst Andrew
gave a brilliant commentary
promoting the Dream Rides.
Despite the delayed start to our
Rides due to traffic congestion at
the main castle gates we managed
to send out over 90 rides with the 2
Messerschmitts being tied at 9 each
but closely followed by the AK
Cobra rep on 7 (the highest
number Bob has done over the
years) and last year's winner,
Trevor's E-type, was on 6 rides.
Perhaps that should be 7! Trevor's
day got off to an exciting start with
the car being locked in his friends'
garage, said friends having left
early. Fortunately he eventually
found the key to liberate the car
and avoid the embarrassment of
phoning to explain why he wasn't
joining us. This would have led to
great disappointment particularly
for one wee lad who had been at
Thirlestane in 2013 but had not had

sufficient pocket money for the
donation. He resolved to save up
throughout the year and along with
his birthday money he was now
waiting patiently for his E-Type
Dream Ride. When returning from
his Ride Trevor, knowing the boy's
story, asked if he had enjoyed it
and of course a very positive
response was forthcoming so
Trevor asked if he would like to
repeat it. "Oh, yes PLEASE!" .. so
off they went for another circuit!
The Dream Rides raised £2,130 and
this was topped up by further £370
from public donations, selling
badges, the Cool Wall and, not
least, the raffle. This year Ron had
donated a magnificent Polar bear
which he himself had won in a
Xmas raffle. It certainly caught the
attention of all young children and
adults as well with so many tickets
being sold we ran out. Fortunately
the winning family were still in the
Castle grounds to receive the news
although Dad was dubious as to
how they were going to get it

home. The total of £2,524 will go
to the Borders Children's Charity
who kindly had 2 volunteers spend
the day with us. Lucy, their
Chairperson, had a day to
remember with her own Ride in the
Dodge Viper.
We had a number of Polars visit the
stand including new member Sarah
Forbes along with Mike McCormack;
Stewart Brown who had his 1928
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Lagonda entered in the Vintage
Motor Car Class; Tony Woods along
with Karen and Bill Niven who were
attending with the MG Car Club.
Karen found time to enjoy a Ride in
the red Dodge Viper. Sandy and
Kevin Talbot from Preston arrived
to lend a hand in the afternoon.
They had done the Saturday
organised tour as also had Richard
their son.
At 3 o'clock we had cake to
celebrate the Club's 25th birthday
and help keep the energy levels up.
A very big thanks to all the drivers
and all the Polars who worked so
hard on the day to make it a
success and enjoyable for
everyone. We couldn't have done
it without you.
Fiona Davies

WHAT'S
NEXT

to members of the public. This
worked well as the total number
of diners equalled our usual
6 July – Classics at Corbridge. Club
stand with opportunity to rehome bears. attendance figure of around 24
people.
Charity supported - Smile for Life.
It was lovely to have Bob and Ann
Contact Bob Selby: Tel 0191 489 1980
or e-mail
Selby with us again and to get an
19 July –Classics in the City, Edinburgh. update on their health issues as
Static display raising funds for forces
well as the state of the Cobra's
children. Contact Andrew Carrie Tel
rebuild. The group finalised the
07798 646844 or email
arrangements for Thirlestane
andrew@acarrie.net
(many thanks Dick for printing the
11 August – Teesside Autodrome,
Children’s Dream Rides for children from Passenger Indemnity Forms), Bob
5 local charities. Contact Tony Beverley: reported on the numbers currently
booked onto the stand at
Tel 07968 823172 or email
tonybev52@gmail.com
Corbridge on 6th July (more cars
17 August – Raby Castle Dream Rides.
can be accommodated so get in
Charity supported - Zoe's Place. Contact
touch if you would like to join us)
Tony Beverley: Tel 07968 823172 or
and Andrew brought along an
email tonybev52@gmail.com
image of the space beside the
7 September – Bo’ness Hillclimb and
Cathedral which has been
Revival Show. Club stand with Teddy
allocated for our Classics in the
Bears Picnic theme. Charity supported City of Edinburgh event on 19th
Hearts & Minds Clowndoctors. Contact
July. He has had an excellent
Andrew Carrie: Tel 07798 646844 or
email andrew@acarrie.net
response from Polars wishing to
14 September – Polar Lunch attend but may be able to squeeze
Collingwood Arms, Cornhill-on-Tweed.
in a couple more vehicles.
Contact Fiona ysy705@aol.com
Volunteers from the Army
3-5 October – Club’s 25th Birthday
Benevolent Fund will be attending
Celebrations, Cardrona Hotel, nr Peebles,
and Andrew is meeting up with
Scottish Borders. Contact Fiona or Mike
Claire Heyes, the Secretary, to
Tel 0131 552 2972 or email
discuss publicity materials etc.
ysy705@aol.com
Once this event is out of the way,
14-16 November – NEC Dream Rides
Birmingham
he will turn his attention to
7 December – Polar Lunch finalising the arrangements for our
Collingwood Arms, Cornhill-on-Tweed.
stand at Bo'ness Hill Climb.
Contact Fiona ysy705@aol.coml
A delicious lunch was consumed,
Flossy was remarkably comfortable
MAY POLAR LUNCH
sitting in the bowl of decorative
An unavoidable clash of dates
balls, the wallflowers and tulips in
meant there was a small, but
the hotel gardens were admired
perfectly formed, group of Polars
who descended on The Collingwood
in May. To minimise the impact on
the hotel, I had arranged with Kevin
the Manager that we would hold a
pre-lunch meeting in the Library
over morning coffee then have a
single table for lunch with the rest
of the dining room being opened up
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then before leaving Hamish,
Andrew and ourselves took time to
inspect Ron's rather special
Mercedes convertible which his
grandchildren have classed as
"Cool". Unfortunately he hasn't
been able to get written approval
from his insurers as it would have
made an ideal family car for Dream
Rides.
Mummy Polar Bear

LOST AND FOUND
At Thirlestane did you lose a Tesco
bag containing suntan lotion,
mosquito repellent and lens
cleaner? Contact Fiona to claim!

AND FINALLY

Seen on a recent visit to Budapest.
The notice in the window of this
Trabant, by a coin slot, says “Your
donation will be spent on my
maintenance. THANK YOU.”
Contact Information
Helen


☎ 0131 440 2462
Helen Kirkness SBMC
44 Station Road
Roslin
Mid Lothian EH25 9LR

email:
polarnews@sportingbears.co.uk
Fiona ☎ 0131 552 2972

Fiona Davies SBMC
Stanley House
23 Stanley Road
Edinburgh EH6 4SE
email:
polarbears@sportingbears.co.uk
Mike
☎ 0131 552 2972
email: ysy705@aol.com
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